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Discover
Understanding the problem space.



Project Brief

iO Energy delivers affordable 
renewable energy to homes and 
businesses. They offer consumers a 
way to reduce their energy costs 
with smart electricity meters and 
‘time-of-use’ pricing.



iO Energy was after a customer-
facing dashboard that would be 
used to show customers data about 
their energy consumption and 
account data.



Our task was to create a smooth user 
experience for the end-user of the 
data dashboard(s), with 
recommendations regarding the 
best data visualisations for different 
metrics, the layout of data 
visualisations on pages, and the 
overall navigation of data reports. 



After an initial client ‘meet and 
greet’, our team sent around fifteen 
questions related to existing 
research, visions and intended 
demographic. With answers in hand, 
we proceeded with a scoping 
framework.



Design a customer dashboard
 
Allow business and residential customers to view 

their energy consumption and account data 

Improve Usability
 
Improve usability by minimising friction of the user 

flow

Maximise Customer Delight



Maximise delight by recommending  better plans 
and having a ‘viral’ sharing quality. 

Reinforce good behaviour



Provide knowledge and tools that reinforce good 
behaviour

Project Goals

The project goals were based on the 
brief, provided by IO Energy. 



Our goals also included important 
points that the client raised after we 
provided some intial questions.



A key addition is the ‘reinforce good 
behaviour’. To provide a sense of 
progress and also point users 
towards the next step they should 
take.
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Goals

 Redesign customer 
facing dashboard that 
allows business and 
residential customers 
to view their energy 
consumption and 
account data

 Improve the usability of 
dashboard

 Minimise Friction of 
user flo

 Maximise customer 
delight of user flow 



Users

 Residential ( Home 
Owners and Renters

 Individuals who value 
the use of renewable 
energy

User Benefits

 Provide a tool that will 
help customers save 
money and energ

 Reduce wait time for 
customers to resolve 
issues.



Activities & 
Deliverables

*Client Deliverables in bold
 

Week 1-
 Scoping Framewor
 Survey
 Interview
 User Testin
 Competitor Analysi
 Affinity, Empathy 

Map
 Research Insights


Week 4-
 Personas, Journey
 User Flows
 WireFrame
 Prototyp
 User Testing

Assumptions

 Improving the utility of 
dashboard will provide 
the customer with a 
better understanding of 
usage and help 
minimise the cost of 
energ

 A dashboard that 
captures fluctuating 
energy prices will offer 
better information for 
when it it’s best to 
optimise the use of 
energy

 Improved service/
dashboard will help 
retain customers

Risks

 Not having access to IO Energy 
customers who already use 
their website.

 Limited access to the IO 
Energy website/app

 Geographical limitations for 
accessing ideal demographic 
in local market

Milestones

Delivery of

 Research Insight

 Prototyp

 User Testing


Constraints

 In-person research and 
meetings are limited due to 
remote location of team

 Limited project timeframe and 
project team experience.


Scope

 Create a customer facing 
dashboard for residential 
customers (indivuals)

 Develop an interface that 
allows residential customers to 
view their energy consuption 
and account data.


Scoping Framework

A project scope was developed 
around the brief provided by IO 
Energy.



The scoping framework defined the 
goals, users, activities, deliverables 
and timelines.



This helped to to lay the foundations 
of research and stay focused 
throughout the discovery phase and 
beyond.



Australian energy consumers,  
who are cost and environmentally conscious,  

are  of how they can  
optimise energy usage  

to reduce their costs and carbon footprint  
as they 

 to .

unaware

lack relevant data or personalised 
insights make smarter decisions

Problem Statement



Research Plan

Survey

From creation 
to distribution, 

aiming for 
60-70 

responses

Interview 

(+ usability test)

Interview guidelines 
with usability 

testing from the 
current iO Energy 
prototype, aiming 
for 6 x 45 minute 

interviews

Competitor

Analysis

Review other 
electrical energy 

companies, looking 
into their UX - 
SWOT analysis

Landscape

Review

Review current 
trending sites, 

analyse their UX - 
brief SWOT

Indirect

Competitor


Review
Review companies 

with no direct 
relation but 

provides insights 
to data display, 

analyse the UX - 
brief SWOT 



Competitor Analysis &

Opportunities



Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Competitor Analysis

Energy Australia

 Opt-in 
 A  of the current bill period and the next bill date
 A quick switch between 

carbon-neutral with no extra cost
progress bar

different addresses

 Energy usage  in graphics
 Timeline of billing and payment date is 
 comparing plan

lacks elaboration
confusing

Maunally 

  for plan e.g. environmental / price 
oriented

 Make good use of 
  for switching addresses, change plan and livechat

Smart recommendations

charts, tables and progression bar
Shortcuts



Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Competitor Analysis

Amber Energy

 Comprehensive  with charged price 
and usag

  of using solar powe
 Price notification: notify users when >$3/ kWh 

occur, flexible options with email, SMS, and app notice

daily breakdown chart

Saving amount
price spikes 

 No shortcuts for showing  and the 
 Can’t access to  page quickl
 . Harder to plan ahead

plan details upgrade option
plan comparison

Rates are volitile

  notification
 Convert usage to 
 Show the  when users are using 

renewable energ
  to clear energy/ other plans

Price spike
cos

 saved amount of money

Upgrade suggestion



Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Competitor Analysis

Origin Spike

  with collecting bouns point: PayPal cash/ gift 
car

 Encourage  by showing other members’ records in a 
nearby are

 Give  to users when they achieve energy-saving in a row

Direct rewarding

competition

badges

 Spike is separating from Origins, the functions of billing & 
payment, and monitoring usage are still only available in Origins.

 in spike hour
 Giving out limited/ seasonal badges and/or extra bouns point 

scheme to the long-term customers to drive a 
 A  indicating how many bonus points expecting to earn from 

energy savings

Tips for saving energy 

consistent usag
goal



Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Competitor Analysis

Momentum

 Smooth pay feature, users can avoid bigger bills, pay the same 
amount weekly, fortnightly or monthly with flexibility

 Show the peak value every 30 minutes every day
 Shortcut button for organising the move & switch, managing 

account and downloading the latest bill
 Showing steps clearly of moving out procedure

 The hourly peak value is not including how much it cost to the 
user

 Account tools can be more personalise and flexible 

 The history search result can be filtered by date and changing the 
sorting

 Showing the bill and payment in a table format rather than the 
timeline

 Users can customise the dashboard shortcuts to help them 
manage the account

 Simple & easy to find move out button and showing predictable 
steps in the timeline



Competitor Analysis

Feature Table



Opportunities from Competitors  

Visualise DataCustomise 
Dashboard & Settings

Rewarding & 
Interaction

Tips & 
Recommend



Piggy Bank
Shows how much users save each 
year when saving energy so they 

know how much rewards go back 
into their pockets

Special Rewarding
Giving out limited badges and 
extra reward points so they can 

be more meaningful and the 
users more driven to gain them

Connect to 
community

Compare the energy usage with 
other users in the same area 

Achieve a goal

Indicative obbjectives for users to 
reduce emissions and save 

energy

Opportunities from 
Competitors

Rewarding & 
Interaction



Price Notification

Easy to ChangeQuick Switch

Custom Shortcuts
Able to set up price 

notification when price spikes 
to a certain amount

Give clear direction for users to 
move out or disconnect

Quick switch between addresses 
is easier for users who have 

multiple properties/ business

Users can customise buttons on the 
dashboard, helping to instantly 
access the features they need

Opportunities from 
Competitors

Customise 
Dashboard & Settings



Progression Bar

Searchable HistoryMake good 
use of charts

Convertible Units
Use progression bar for current 

billing period to show users how 
far along they are until next due

Billings can be filtered by date 
and changing the sorting. Clear 

payment status for each bill

Detail breakdown in usage, costs, and 
fuel sources, providing more 

comprehensive data to review

View the usage chart by kWh or 
cost($), A number of trees are needed 

to take up the carbon dioxide 
emission

Opportunities from 
Competitors  

Visualise Data



Live Chat Support

Learn MoreSaving Tips

Smart Assistant
Instant and real-time responses 
improve the support experience 

for users and solve their problems

Renewable energy explained 
by providing more information 

and the story behind it

Send tips to users if they 
want to know how save 
energy & money in peak 

hours

Users fill in their needs and we 
give them the best solution on 

choosing and saving energy

Opportunities from 
Competitors

Tips & 
Recommend



Indirect Competitor

Analysis & Opportunities



Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Indirect Competitors

Yarra Valley Water

 Very and make a payment
 . Obvious links to see bills, move house and see 

outage
 Very  (based on season) that compares to same time 

last year. Also includes temperature on graph.

 easy to see latest bill 
Great nav menu

clear usage

 Not easy to find usage using the menu as it’s under bill
 No incentives to do better with usage

 Have . Gamify to 
beat it

 with clear links for bills and usage

comparison of usage to the same time last year

Menu structure 



Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Indirect Competitors

Optus

 Very and make a payment
 Very  on homepage with usage remaining.

 easy to see latest bill 
clear usage

 Menu structure not clear. What is ‘Only on Optus’
  to do better with usag
 Almost too simple. Lacking anything unique

No incentives

 Clear and simple initial dashboard which includes minimal features 
around paying and viewing usage.



Indirect Competitors - Opportunities

ComparisonFeedback Loop Minimal Design

Have comparison of usage 
against previous billing periods 

and other users, gamify 
elements to enourage more 

efficient usage habits

Users set a goal which they are 
able to compare with themselves 
and other users, this encourages 
habit changes that allow for cost 

savings and reduced 
envirnomental impact

Clear and simple dashboard which 
includes minimal features around 

paying and viewing usage



Landscape Review

Analysis & Opportunities



CommBank

Strengths
 Easy to customise in accordance to priorit
 Information simple to digest at a glanc
 Use of graphs and icons over text

 No option to customise accessibility settings

 iO Energy service a variety of customers, having a 
customisable dashboard would aid in helping their 
users access the information they’re after at a 
glanc

 As renewable energy prices flux, use can view 
usage or cap certain services

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Landscape Review



Landscape Review

Solar Analytics

Strengths
 Clean, intuitive U
 Provide users with clear indication of savings  and usag
 Live monitor which gives customer clear view of energy 

produced and consumed                      

 Use graphs and charts to display usage and saving
 The live monitor function could be used as an indication of 

how much energy is consumed within a certain period of 
time and how much it cost.   

 Indicate the best time of the day to use energy to save x 
amount of dollars to motivate users to target specific time of 
the day to use energy and save money.           

Opportunities



Landscape Review

Up

Strengths
 Utilises in app live chat for feedback and hel
 Provide tips on how to best utilise service
 Playful tone of voic
 Simple challenge to encourage saving

 Relies on demographic to be younger and more 
tech savvy

 Tone of voice can help educate customers without 
sounding condescendin

 Provide easy and responsive avenue for feedback 
and troubleshootin

 Challenge reinforces a positive habit, simple to 
complete and encourages friendly competition

Weaknesses

Opportunities



Landscape Review - Opportunities

Customisation Data Presentation Gamification Communication

Challenge to reinforce 
positive habits, that are 
simple to complete and 

encourages friendly 
competition

Tone of voice can help 
educate customers 

without sounding 
condescending, provide 
an easy and responsive 

avenue for feedback and 
troubleshooting

Graphs to display usage and 
savings, with a live monitor 

indicating how much energy is 
consumed within a certain 

period of time and how much it 
cost to motivate users to target 
specific time of the day to use 

energy and save money

iO Energy service a variety 
of customers, having a 

customisable dashboard 
would aid users to access 
relevant information in a 
shorter amount of time



Majority of users found it fairly easy to 
locate information they were looking 
within the portal (58.7%)

Most important features according to 
users

 Billing (to see and pay
 Usage (most current and accurate
 Ease of use 

Two main reasons why 
users used their customer 
portal: to check their bills 
(62.9%); and to check their 
current usages (43.5%)

49.2% of users were unsure 
whether they had a smart 
or basic meter on their 
property

 22.2% Smart Mete
 28.6% Basic Meter

71.4% of users do review 
their latest period energy 
usage bill, where majority of 
these users would consider 
switching to renewable 
energy (90.5%)

Having multiple rates based on solar/
wind energy production was most 
prefered (eg. afternoon would be the 
cheapest period), then following

 33.9% prefered ‘on peak’ and ‘off peak’ 
rate

 30.6% prefered one set rate


Survey 

52.4% in aged between 20-40

63 responses

90.5% are residential users

3.2% are business users

6.4% are both

An online survey was conducted  to 
gather quantitative data on topics 
such as demographic, usage habits, 
dashboard expectations and 
environmental stance.

Link to Survey Responses

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1RD6V0K_4VlxlHl31Hny5FME9MlRMHOWIGM31B0gJEX8/edit?usp=sharing


Interview Insights

“I liked the idea of Spike hour, 

that I can use energy and also 


”
accumulate points to redeem 

for rewards

“I use customer portal to 

 , 

and my rewards points”
pay bills check upcoming Spike 

Hours 

“ , and

a simple task, and I’m happy. 

Life doesn’t need to be 

complicated. Keep it simple”

Give me simple information

“Im  by

not using or consuming, making 
me incredibly ”

environmentally consious

 cost sensitive

“I prefer to use an energy provider 

that is and is 


rather than a big 

corporation that

”

offsetting my usage
carbon neutral

don’t use 

renewables

“I do still find myself looking on 

 to see


whether I am still getting 

a ”

comparison websites

good deal

“Saying 
. I may not be at 

home I’d like ‘Ding’ that power 

is going to 

power is cheaper now is 
not very helpful

cheaper in the next 
24hrs” “It would be great to have 

also getting a notification when 
 ” 

notifications when you are 
exceeding your solar usage


you are late with your bill

“I chose to use  - I’d 
like to think I’m 

 I don’t know if 
my house is purely running 100% 
on solar ”

solar energy
contributing to 

the environment.

“My husband looks at the app 
every time the bill comes in, 
sometimes even when it’s a 
sunny day he’d check to see 

. 
To see if we’re under, and not 
over”. 

what solar is giving us 
compared to what we’re using

“Like to see how much I’m 
using average wise, 
comparison to overall usage 
by all users (1, 2, 3 person 
household). 

.”

Want to confirm 
I’m low maintenance, saving 
the world, being efficient

“Would consider if I knew, if 
it’s something too much. 
Might consider 

.”

changing 
usage habits to save a bit of 
money

INTERVIEWEE 1 



 45, University Lecturer



Diamond Energy 

INTERVIEWEE 2 



45, Studio Manager



Amber 

INTERVIEWEE 3 



30, Engineer 



Origin Energy               



INTERVIEWEE 6



 27, Architect



Arc Energy Group




INTERVIEWEE 5



 53, Project Manager 



Energy Australia



INTERVIEWEE 4



27, Construction Worker



Lumo Energy







5 Participants 7 Tasks

Research Stage 
Usability Testing

The iOEnergy team informed us they 
had an existing desktop customer 
dashboard prototype.



We could use this to our advantage 
to understand what users thought of 
the proposed solution and any room 
for improvement. We could then use 
these same tests (i.e. tasks) with our 
prototype later in the project.



After each 1:1 interview, we asked 
participants to perform some actions 
with the prototype. 



We could only answer questions 
after the session. Our goal was to test 
the prototype, not the person. There 
were no wrong and correct answers -  
any feedback was welcome. We 
asked users to think aloud about 
everything they did.




Insights are summarised on the 
following pages.

Link to prototype

Link to task template

Link to results from synthesis.

https://xd.adobe.com/view/084ebc21-33c2-4b80-a3cc-0655fc5116cf-5d1d/grid
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YFqIVtfRJXg14_X4AFSalSfBRX2EBGxsldeZ679iDZg/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.figma.com/file/1K3RGTATklBUTkKV0LtWqV/iO-Energy-%7C-Read-Only?node-id=2525%3A20229


Usability Insights

1. Sign In

Sign in to the customer portal

 An easy task for all.

2. Billing

Find  and any 
 owing.

latest bill outstanding 
amounts

 The label ‘Bills’ should be 
prominent without need to scrol

 Improve visibility of outstanding 
bills

3. Current Usage

What are the 
. Is there a ?
charges and usage in 

current cycle better plan

 Good feedback on top container

 Recommended plan is more 
valuable than current plan



Usability Insights

4. Appliance Use

You used a . 
 to run?

new dryer today at 4pm
What did it cost you

 Users found the cost, but tooltip 
and subtext too small

 Pref. may be to one parameter on 
X axis to start with (kW toggle 
only changes opacity)

5. Environmental Impact

What  are 
part of your plan?

renewable energy sources

 Page Navigation dots need label

 More education. What is carbon 
intensity? Green vs Renewable

 Pie graph was easier to read 
relative to fuel source line graph.

6. Switching Plan

Can you  and 
?

change your plan what 
would you choose

 Recommended plan missing on  
comparison page.



Define
Synthesise research to generate insights,

uncover the problem that needs to be solved.



Affinity MapAffinity Map

After the interviews and user testing, 
we organised insights into common 
themes in a simple & detailed map.



The affinity map revealed that 
almost all users tried to reduce 
usage. Typically through more 
efficient products, setting times for 
appliance use or installing solar. 



There was a mix of environmental 
and economic values and users 
mostly picked a provider based on 
price, convenience, renewables or 
with no choice (apartment living)



Users saved money by reducing 
consumption, through provider 
incentives or with better plans.



The portal mainly was used for 
billing, checking usage and viewing 
current prices.



Desired dashboard data included
 KW/cost vs time (all timeframes)
 Current prices / time of use price
 Information on how to do better.



Link to Affinity Map

Affinity Map (Detailed)

https://www.figma.com/file/t8GF7R6PyBe4YMRAgqA3qC/Affinity-Map-WIP?node-id=36%3A491


Empathy Map

In conjunction with affinity mapping, 
empathy mapping was utilised to 
gain a better understanding of 
potential users’ needs. The insights 
under “Pains” and “Gains” were 
especially useful in guiding the 
direction of the future design work.



Link to Empathy Map

https://www.figma.com/file/1K3RGTATklBUTkKV0LtWqV/iO-Energy-%7C-Read-Only?node-id=2503%3A17904






Develop
Explore effective solutions using an iterative approach.



 How might we inform users of the benefits of better plans
 How might we educate users on how to save costs and their reduce 

carbon footprint
 How might we present data that is easy to understand and relevant to 

the user
 How might we personalise the customer portal experience for users
 How might we encourage efficient energy consumption through 

improved usage habits
 How might we reinforce good user behaviour through incentives
 How might we ensure the dashboard experience is predictable to the 

user?


How Might We?



Crazy 8’s

Crazy 8s was used to build upon the 
“How Might We?” questions and 
provide a number of quick ideas for 
further development



Some features and ideas include
 Improving the basics
 Tag appliances
 Tips/Advice Panel
 Usage challenge
 Bill compariso
 Lifestyle quiz
 Graph toggle



MVP
The MVP approach was followed in 

order to categorise ideas based on 

their value and effort:

Easy wins
 Basics (Billing and Usage
 Notification
 Current and recommended pla
 Cost and usage saving tips
 Quick switch between account
 Billing compariso
 Quiz



Link to MVP

https://www.figma.com/file/1K3RGTATklBUTkKV0LtWqV/iO-Energy-%7C-Read-Only?node-id=2502%3A24511


Storyboarding 

Online Quiz
Storyboarding allows us to visualise 
how a feature would be used and be 
beneficial towards the targeted 
users.



The created scenarios show us how 
users may use and benefit from 
some of the MVP that were thought 
of through our brainstorming. 



The online quiz was identified as a 
way for users to find the best suited 
plan, or action, for them and/or their 
household.



This feature was created with users 
like our two personas in mind.





Storyboarding 

Tagging Appliances
In order for iO Energy’s customers to 
effeciently adjust their usage habits, 
we believed providing a tool for users 
to monitor cost and energy for 
specific appliances would beneficial.



The team brainstormed a tagging 
feature which would allow users to 
mark  points within their usage 
graphs with certain appliances.



This would not only help users but 
also allow iO Energy to collate a data 
base of their customer usage habits.



However due to time constraints, this 
feature was moved to phase two. 



The team felt appliance tagging 
required additional planning to iron 
out its functionality, instead focus 
was shifted to design solution for 
existing features.



User Flow

After deciding on our MVP, we 
developed a user flow to understand 
how users would navigate and 
explore the app. 



The flow includes the user actions, 
pages and the data presented on 
each page. The data could be 
graphs, tips or offering a moment of 
pride.



The navigation includes four primary 
areas of importance, as determined 
from surveys and interviews.

 Dashboard (Home
 Billin
 Usag
 Renewable
 My Account



The features within each page are 
also prioritised based on our 
research insights.




Link to User Flow

https://www.figma.com/file/1K3RGTATklBUTkKV0LtWqV/iO-Energy-%7C-Read-Only?node-id=2502%3A24029


Information 
Architecture

The Information Architecture was 
developed to ensure that the 
customer portal fulfilled the 
requirements of users as 

defined through the results of the 
research. The design of the portal is 
intended to be simple to use and 
allows decisions to be made 
intuitively by users.



Link to Information Architecture

https://www.figma.com/file/1K3RGTATklBUTkKV0LtWqV/iO-Energy-%7C-Read-Only?node-id=2502%3A23900


Wireframe

Visual representation of the ideas of 
features and redesigns brainstormed 
to address the problem statement.



Using the User Flow and IA as our 
blueprint, these mid-fidelity 
wireframes would also serve as an 
initial usability testing prototype. 



The designs were created in 
greyscale to focus on functionality 
rather than aesthetics prototype.



Link to Wireframe



 

https://www.figma.com/file/1K3RGTATklBUTkKV0LtWqV/iO-Energy-%7C-Read-Only?node-id=1203%3A1937


Wireframe

Dashboard/Home

How might we personalise the 
customer portal experience for 
users?



The home page / user dashboard 
was created with the the idea that it 
would contain all relevant 
information specific to the user on 
one page.



If customers required more in depth 
detail, this page would lead them to 
other parts of the customer portal.



We wanted to give users control of 
what they wanted to see, in the order 
they wanted to see it, so we 
implemented a customisation tool.



The usage goal tool was included to 
allow users to track their 
comsumption and charges as they 
see fit.



Usage time would inform users on 
the ideal / cheapest / cleanest hours 
for their energy consumption.



Wireframe

Billing

How might we educate users on 
how to save costs and their reduce 
carbon footprint? 



How might we ensure the 
dashboard experience is predictable 
to the user?



The billing page was created with 
the idea to just have billing 
information, and not cross over with 
usage information too much. 



Having the general information such 
as current charges, outstanding 
payments and cost goal for the next 
bill if the user has set one. 



Users would also be able to see their 
billing history, as well as being able 
to email or download the selected 
bill. 



With the comparison modal, the 
user would be able to compare any 
bill by selecting either a specific 
date, season, or billing period. From 
that they would be able to see side 
by side the differences. 



Wireframe

Usage

How might we present data that is 
easy to understand and relevant to 
the user?



The main objective to the usage 
page is present comphensive 
information which relates to amount 
of energy the user is consuming  in 
addition to the costs that would 
incur. 



Users like Faye don’t have time to 
look through data about her usage 
but wanted to know where This is 
where simplification was really 
important. 



For the usage page we intially 
decided  to display usage in kilowatts 
in addition to usage costs. 

The ability to access usage 
comparison  as well as usage being 
able to select a specific date and 
billing period.



The graph here displays  a specific 
date with seperate colours that 
represent different times of the day.



Wireframe

Renewables

How might we educate users on 
how to save costs and reduce 
carbon footprint?



An essential aspect of the customer 
portal was renewables, with key 
features relating to the above HMW. 



Users such as Olivia (our second 
persona) wanted a dedicated area to 
review their carbon footprint.



Confessed ‘energy nerds’ such as our 
first interviewee wanted an area to 
review their solar usage and its 
impact on their household and those 
around them.



Each graph is simple by default, but 
users can hover on elements to 
reveal a detailed breakdown.



In our user testing of the initial 
prototype, everyone loved the 
breakdown of energy sources, so this 
carries on to be front and centre in 
this design. 



Wireframe

Accounts

How might we ensure the 
dashboard experience is predictable 
to the user?



In the Account page, the Overview 
gives brief but essential information 
to the users. It provides users with 
shortcuts for more direct access to 
important functions. The Lifestyle 
Quiz on this page also helps users to 
review and find better energy plan, 
or find ways to help save on their 
next energy bill. 



Wireframe

Accounts

How might we ensure the 
dashboard experience is predictable 
to the user?



Linking back to our research, 
notification settings are one of the 
important details that users will pay 
attention to. Therefore, we designed 
custom reminders for due payments, 
usage goals and limits, where users 
can set their preferences to receive 
notifications from ioEnergy



Wireframe

Lifestyle Quiz

How might we inform users of the 
benefits of better plans?



Adding and creating a Lifestyle Quiz 
to the customer portal, the aim is to 
help users either find a better plan or 
find ways to save on their next bill. 
This would then be determined by a 
set of questions that the users 
answer. If a user was to step aside for 
something, they would simply be 
able to save their progress and come 
back to it at a later time. 



Wireframe

Smart Meter Request

How might we encourage efficient 
energy consumption through 
improved usage habits?



We included a smart meter request 
option to make it easy for users to 
request a new smart meter by 
completing a few simple questions. 
The smart meter enables  electricity 
usage to be easily tracked to allow 
users to make more informed 
decisions about their energy 
consumption.



Wireframe

Tips to Save Energy

How might we educate users on 
how to save costs and their reduce 
carbon footprint?



We formulated a summary of useful 
energy saving tips to allow users to 
change their behaviours at home to 
minimise energy consumption. The 
tips have been categorised based on 
different areas of the home, making it 
easy for users to quickly identify a 
range of actions that can be 
implemented to make a signficant 
difference to saving electricity.



Deliver

Build our solution.



Set Tasks

 Could you sign in to the customer portal
 Could you find your latest bill and tell me if you have any outstanding amount(s) 

due
 Could you tell me what charges and usage you have in the current billing 

period
 Could you be on a better plan

 You remember using the new dryer today at 4pm. What did it cost you to run 
the dryer? ($ and kW

 You’re interested in your environmental impact. What renewable energy 
sources are part of your plan
 What percentages of each source (e.g. wind/solar) are visible in your plan

 Is there a recommended plan that could save you money?
 Could you change your plan and what would you choose
 Or can you find a way to find a better plan/habit

 You need to change the phone number that is linked to your energy account. Can 
you find where to change your phone number

 Your billing cost has been going up and you’re wanting to compare your last 
couple of bills. How would you compare your last 2 billing period bills?

6 questions from initial usability test in user research + 3 additional questions to test new features



Usability Testing 

Following the design of our 
customer dashboard wireframes, the 
team conducted a second round of 
user testing in order to validate our 
designs.




















Link to Usability Testing Feedback





Round 1: Wireframe

Round 2: Prototype


6 x Participants

(3 x each round)

Same questions as initial 
usuability test  
+ 3 additional questions to 
test new features

Wireframe Feedback

Prototype Feedback

https://www.figma.com/file/1K3RGTATklBUTkKV0LtWqV/iO-Energy-%7C-Read-Only?node-id=2502%3A21222


Feedback

Property name not user name

Iteration

Changed account naming

Feedback

Mistook usage time as daily usage

Iteration

Updated chart style

Feedback

Assumed indicator was goal editor

Iteration

Removed date indicator

Feedback

Should be more prominent

Iteration

Reduced panels / changed colour

Feedback

Would like plan comparison

Iteration

Included plan comparison modal

Wireframe Prototype

Iterations | Dashboard / Home



First Version Iterated DesignWireframe Prototype

Feedback

Wanted to selected 2 bills and click 
“Compare”

Iteration

Added checkbox option for bills


within history and compare button

Feedback

Compare panel not in an obvious 
location

Iteration

Added imagery within a bigger


panel

Iterations | Billing



Wireframe Prototype

Feedback

Didn’t konw it was a date selector

Iteration

Change it to say “Select Date”

Feedback

An indicator line should run along 
the x-axis, for easier tracking

Iteration

Added indictor line that will 


appear across the chart

Feedback

Same toggle as renewables chart

Iteration

Added a kW/$ toggle

Iterations | Usage



First Version Iterated DesignWireframe Prototype

Feedback

Thought it was yesterdays date

Iteration

Specified the date

Iterations | Renewables



Wireframe Prototype

Feedback

Difficult to find any entry point for 
“Tips”

Iteration

Entry point on the dashboard

Iterations | Tips to Save Energy



Prototype Final Design

Feedback

Clearer login indicator

Iteration

Changed the login indicator to


white

Feedback

Menu bar not prominent

Iteration

Changed the selected state 


colour

Feedback

Expected to see outstanding billing 
at the top of the page

Iteration

Rearranged the order of panels

Feedback

Should be more prominent

Iteration

Adjusted text to be larger and 


bolder

Iterations | Prototype to Final Design



Electricity is cheap and clean right now!

Morning 6 am - 10am 35c per kWh Current Rate!

Midday 10am - 3pm 10c per kWh Current Rate

Evening 3pm - 1am 35c per kWh Current Rate!

Overnight 1 am - 6am 18c per kWh Current Rate!

Your Rates

Morning 6 am - 10am $14.98 42.8 kWh

Midday 10am - 3pm $4.28 66.8 kWh

Evening 3pm - 1am $14.28 40.8 kWh

Overnight 1 am - 6am $3.00 16.7 kWh

Your Energy Usage So Far

You’re using energy at the right time!

Billing Period Consumption (kWh) Vs. Your Goal Amount Due Payments

14 Mar 22 - 13 Jun 22 502.27 Under by $2.52 $202.48 Pay Now

14 Jan 22 - 13 Mar 22 1,327.26 Over by $22.07 $227.07 Paid

14 Jan 22 - 13 Mar 22 584.29 Over by $13.54 $218.54 Paid

14 Jul 21 - 13 Oct 21 501.28 Under by $2.52 $202.21 Paid

Email Selected Bills Compare Selected Bills

Midday 10am - 3pm (Cleanest) 6.3 kWh

Overnight 1am - 6am 4.2 kWh

Other Times (Fossil) 2.4 kWh

Cleanest Energy Time

You’re using energy at the right time! 
You saved $3.40 by using at 10am-3pm

5.8 Tonnes

CO2 Generated

Average Carbon Footprint

Your footprint Australian Average

You’re emitting less! 
The per person annual average is 8.4 tonnes

Thought about a battery?

A battery would store solar and could 

cover your energy usage in summer

Learn More

Set a Usage Goal

Set a usage goal to benchmark for your energy usage. We can even send you a notification 
if you’re about to go over.

VIEW PROTOTYPEVIEW FILE

Final Design

https://www.figma.com/proto/1K3RGTATklBUTkKV0LtWqV/iO-Energy-%7C-Read-Only?node-id=1915%3A9890&scaling=scale-down&page-id=1695%3A6093&starting-point-node-id=1915%3A9890
https://www.figma.com/file/1K3RGTATklBUTkKV0LtWqV/iO-Energy-%7C-Read-Only?node-id=1695%3A6093


Now Next Future

Basics

Users can access the  
customer portal to perform the 
basics, see what they’re saving, 
with renewable information. 

Comparison Modal

A direct side-by-side 
comparison, allowing users to 
see a straight comparison to 
certain billing periods, 
seasons, or specific dates. 

Tagging Appliance

Allowing users to tag their 
appliances in their 
household, to properly 
account for specific usages in 
the household.

Lifestyle Quiz

Giving users an opportunity 
to see if they’re on the correct 
plan, or could have better 
habits and appliances. 

Gamification

Incorporate gamification 
features (ie. reward points, 
incentives) to further help users 
to become more 
environmentally aware. 

Dashboard Customisation

A more customisable dashboard 
in the customer portal, having 
personalised panels, and toggle 
switching graphs to accomodate 
certain users knowledge.

Roadmap



Project Recap

Design a customer 
dashboard

Allow customers to view  
energy consumption and 

account data 

Improve Usability


Improve usability by 
minimising friction of the 

user flow

Maximise Customer 
Delight

Recommend better 
plans and having a ‘viral’ 

sharing quality

Reinforce good 
behaviour

Provide knowledge and 
tools that reinforce good 

behaviour



Thank You!
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